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Lynch and Henry Wilson &: 00. La. v. John Phillips & 00.

a Master Patent. Where it is not that, but where you have not invented a thing
for the first time but have merely made a new combination the result is
different. There is a difference between merely improving upon a. combination
by making one piece of it rather better, and introducing something quite new
by which you to a certain extent change the character of the whole combination. f)

That, I think, is this case. Therefore upon the whole matter I am of opinion
that tlie Lord Ordinary's judgment is right and ought to be adhered to.

Lord KINNEAR.-I concur.
Lord PEARSON.-I also concur.

IN THE HIGH COURT OF JUSTICE.-CHANCERY DIVISION.

Before MR. JUSTICE NEVILLE.

March 4th, 1909.

DE DION BOUTON (1907) J.JD. v. MUSKETT.

10

Faient-«Action for injr'ingement of two Patents.-Userand saleofunlicensed
patented article.-Validity.-Alleged anticipation.-Patents held to. beval1:d.- 15
Judgment for the Plaintiffs.

In an action for infringement of two Patents by using (and subsequently
selling) an unlicensed patented article the Defendant pleaded that the Patents
were invalid, 'one by reason of anticipation, want of l,fltil1:ty, and want of
subject-matter, the other by reason of want of utility and want of subject- 20
matter. At the trial the ottly substantial issue was the alleged anticipation of
the first Patent.

Held, that there had been no anticipation of the first Patent, and that in
both Patents there was utility and proper subject-matter. The Patents were
acco1"dingly held valid. An injunction and an inquiry as to damages were 25
granted with a Certificate as to the Particulars of Breaches and a Certificate
of validity. The Defendant was ordered topay the costs 01the action.
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De Dion ~Bouton (1907) Ld. v. Muskett ll

DeDion Bouton (1907) Ld. were the registered legal owners of Letters Patent
No. 22,762* of 1900 granted to Charles Osborn and the British Motor Traction
Oompany Ld. for" Improvements in or relating to valve operating mechanism,".
and of Letters Patent No. 22,763 of 1900 granted to the same parties for

5 "Improvements in or relating 'to friction clutches." . ._,
The Complete Bpeclflcation of No. 22,762 of 1900, as amended in accordance"

with a decision of .the Comptroiler of the 29th of. March 1906, was as follows :-.
" This invention relates to improvements in valve-operating mechanism and has

" for its object to provide means by which the length of stroke imparted to the
10 "valve rod, of ee,y the exhaust valve of an explosion engine, may be regulated

" and thus the amount by which the valve is opened controlled. This regula
" tion is effected by providing the end of the valve rod with a movable tappet
" whi.ch may be adjusted relatively to the valve rod and its operating cam, so
" that the valve 1'0d may be displaced a greater or less amount by the cam

15 "according to the position of the movable tappet end although the ferie4-aHring
" point at which the val ve is opened remains approximately the same.

" In the accompanying Drawings which illustrate one method of carrying out
" this invention. Figure 1 is an elevation of the valve-operating mechanism,
"Figure 2 is a section of the mechanism on the line 2-2 of Figure 1. and

20 " Figures 3, 4 and 5 are diagrammatic views illustrating the different positions
" taken up by the different parts of the mechanism under varying circumstances.
" Like letters indicate like parts throughout the Drawings.

" Referring- first to Figure 1 the valve rod A may be carried in any known
" form of guides, and is shown in this figure as sliding in guides forming part

25 "of a frame B. Beneath the valve rod A is arranged its operating cam 0
" rotating in the direction shown by the arrow, carried by a shaft 0 1 connected
"in any convenient manner to the driving shaft of the explosion engine or
" other power device. Between the end of the valve rod A and its operating
" cam 0 is interposed a movable tappet in the form of a lever D. One end of

30 "the lever D rests upon the cam 0 and supports the valve rod A whilst the
" otaer end is pivotted at D' to a crank D2 (Figure 2) carried by a rod D3. 'I'he
"rod D3 may be connected to any convenient form of operating mechanism
" whereby partial rotation-may be communicatedto the rod, and is conveniently
" carried through the frame B which serves as a. bearing for one end of the rod.

35 "Lugs or ear pieces D4 are mounted upon the rod D3 and a pin D5 adapted to
" co' operate with these lugs is secured to the frame B so that the amount of
"rotation imparted to the rod D3 may be limited. Beneath the lever D is
"arranged a stop or guide D6which prevents the lever from dropping down
" upon .the cam beyond a certain limit, the guide being secured to the

40 "fraOle. B.A spring D? is also provided, one end of 'which is secured to the
" frame B and the other end to the lever D so that the latter may always be
"retai:ned against the stop or guide D6. The operation of this device is as
" follows :-When the lever D is in the position shown in Figure 1, the valve rod
" is raised approximately the full limit of the camC but it will be obvious that if

45 "the end of the lever D interposed between the valve rod A and cam C be
" advanced further to the left of the vertical line of the valve rod, as shown in
" Figure 4, the cam will not raise the valve rod A to the same height as before
"so that the valve will only be partially opened although the perie4-derffig
" point at which it remains open will be approximately the same as that when

50 "the full effect of the cam is transmitted to the valve rod. The end of the
" lever D is advanced by rotating the rod D3 with its attached crank D2and it
" may be, if desired, advanced so far that the cam rotates practically without
,~ opening the valve at all, as shown in Figure 5.

"By means of the mechanism described it is obvious therefore that the
55 "amount which it is desired the valve shall be opened at any time may be

2 N
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" exactly regulated by noting the amount of rotation given to the rod DB ; .. this
"regulation may be effected whilst the motor vehicle or engine to which the
" mechanism is attached is running, the operating mechanism being conveniently
" arranged within easy reach of the driver.

" The ears D4 co-operating with the pin or stop D5 are provided so that a
" complete or approximate closure of the valve, or free passage through the same
" may always be immediately brought about by moving- the 'operating mechanism
" to its furthest limit in one direction or the other.

" It will be" understood that the mechanism described may be. variously
" modified without departing from the spirit.of the invention, for instance 10
" a tappet end might be pivotted to the valve rod' A and. connected by a link to
" any convenient form of operating mechanism, so that it might be swung upon
"its pivot and its free end brought into contact with the operating dam C
" at various distances from the central line of the valve rod; and again, various
" devices may obviously be used for giving reciprocatory movement to the 15
" lever D. ¥arther;·altheagfr-a-e81ffi-M8-!'aeea-Peferped-te-aa-6pePatffig-the-apB:l
" er--±e¥er-P-4--ie-el1¥ieHs--tlHtt-aBy-ef]:af¥87leB:t--4e¥iee-lB8J1-ae-aaea--fep--thie
" Jffi:Ppese."

The Patentees claimed :-" 1. In exhaust valve operating mechanism the
" combination with the valve rod of a movable tappet end and mechanism for 20
" varying the position of the tappet end relatively to the operating cam sub-
" stantially as and for the purpose described. 2. In exhaust valve operating
" mechanism the combination with the valve rod of an arm one end of which is
,- interposed between the end of the valve-rod and its operating cam mechanism
,. being provided for advancing or withdrawing this end of the arm relatively to ita 25
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" alignment with, the valve rod and cam subatantlallyaa and .for the purpose
"described. 3. In exhaust valve'. operating mechanism the combination with
" an arm interposed between the valve-rod and its operating cam of a crank

.\ " such as D2 to which that end of the arm remote from the valve rod ispivotted,
5 "mechanism to' operate the crank, astop D' for the arm and a spring to retain

"the arm against the stop substantially as and for the 'purpose described.
" 4. The completee;r:hatMit valve operating mechanism substantially as and for
" thepurpose described and illustrated in the accompanying Drawings."

It is only considered necessaryfor the purpose of this report to set out the
10' Olaimsof the. Specification of Patent No. 22,763 of 1900. 'I'hey were as

" follows ;~" 1.' In: a friction mechanism having a friction device operated by,
" the rotation of a pinion thecombinationwith suc-h pinion of a worm ra.ck en"
" gaging .the pinion snbstantially 'as .and for the purpose described. 2. In a
s : friction mechanism having, twoTriction devices each provided with an.

15 ~'operating pinion the combination with such pinions of aright and left hand
H worm.rack engaging the :pinioDs and free' to be adjusted substantially as and
" for the purpose described. 3. In a friction driving mechanism the adjustable
" worm rack substantiaUyas and for the purpose described and illustrated in
" the accompanying Drawings'." .

20 On the 15th of February 1908 the Plaintiff Company commenced an action
against Charles Mltskett claiming (1) 'au' injunction to restrain the Defendant,
his servants, agents and workmen from. infringing the Plaintiffs' Letters Patent
22,762* of 1900 and 22,763 of 1900; (2) damages, or, at the Plaintiffs' option,

" an account of profits , (3) delivery up of all articles or things made in infringe..
25 ment of the said Letters Patent; (4) costs.

By their Statement of Claim the Plaintiff Company alleged (1) that they were
the registered legal owners of the Patents; (2) that the Specification of the first ..
named Patent was duly amended; (3) that-the original claims of the Speciflca
tion of the first-named Patent were drafted in good faith and with reasonable

30 skill and knowledge; and (4) that the Defendant had infringed both the
Patents in manner appearing by the Particulars of Breaches delivered.
therewith.

The following were the Particulars of Breaches delivered with the Statement.
of Claim :-" (1) The Defendant has, subsequently to the date of both the said

35 "Letters Patent and prior to the issue of the writ in this action, infringed both.
"the said Letters Patent by the use, sale and offering for sale of motor cars.
" having affixed to them improvements in friction clutch devices and valve
"operating mechanisms constructed in accordance with the Specifications of
" both of the said Letters Patent, and as claimed in all the claiming clauses of

40 "both the said Specifications. (2) In, particular the Plaintiffs complain of the
" use and offering for sale of a motor car the description of which is set out in
" a Circular, No. 250, and elated the 25th of November 1907 and signed by the
" Defendant, which said motor car had affixed to it the friction clutch device
" and valve operating mechanisms constructed as aforesaid."

45 The Defendant, by his Defence, alleged, inter alia, (2) that the Patentswere.
invalid. (4) The Defendant did not admit that .he had infringed either of the
Patents and alleged as follows :_U He has not sold any motor car having affixed
" to it any friction clutch device or valve operating mechanism of which "the"
" Plaintiffs complain, nor has he used or offeredfor.eale any such motor car',

50 "other than the motor car referred to in the Plaintiffs' Particulars of Breaches,
" and the Defendant does notadmit that either the friction clutch device or the.
"valve operating mechanism affixed to that car was or is an infringement of
" the said Letters Patent or either of them."

On the 31st of July 1908 the Defendant delivered the following amended
55 Particulars of Objections :-" 1. That Charles Osborn and the British Motor
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,~ Traction Oompany in the Statement of Claim named were not nor was either
" of them the true or first inventors or inventor of the alleged inventions
" comprised in the said Letters Patent respectively or either of SUCh alleged
"invEUltions. (2) That neither of the said alleged inventions was the proper
" subject-matter of valid Letters Patent. {3} That neither of the said alleged 5
" inventions was useful."

On the 12th of February 1909 the Defendant gave notice that he would
rely on the following Objection with reference to paragraph 2 of the
Particulars of Objections already delivered :-" That the substance ·of the
" invention No. 22,762* of 1900 is contained int.he invention No. 10,143 of 10
" 1899 as Ia shown in particular by the Figure (1) annexed to the Complete
" Specification of the latter Patent. (2) The Defendant will also contend that
" if the Patent No. 27,762* of 1900 is (contrary to his contention) 'an improve-
" ment upon the Patent No. ] 0,143 of 1899, the respects in which the former is
" an improvement upon the latter are not distinguished in the OompleteSpeoifi- 15
" cation of ,the Patent No. 22,762* of 1900. The Defendant will at the trial
" further rely upon the said Patent No. 10,143' of 1899 as an anticipation' of the
" Patent No. 22,762* of 1900." .

The Specification of Mathieu's Patent (No. 10,143 of 1899) was, 80 far ,as
material for this report, as followsr-i-" My invention, relates .u« certain 20
" improvements in valve motion gear for explosion engines. .

,,~ If, as indicated in the diagram ~'ig.l of the' accompanying drawing where A
" is a motor of a four stroke cycle type, there is mounted on a shaft B, rotating
" at half the rate of the main shaft, a cam C, which causes a lever or beam D'to
" regnlarly oscillate in the .direction indicated by the arrows, and the axis of 25
" oscillation of which lever or beam lies at E and the arm of which that lies
" opposite to the cam is connected to the exhaust val ve ~' of the motor, there is
" obtained a regular lifting and lowering movement of this valve upon its seat
,~ and consequently a regular and uniform admission of the charge at eaehtwo
"revolutions in the explosion chamber, as will be understood, by those ao.
" acquainted with explosion engines. If we suppose the axis of' oscillation
H E to be susceptible of displacement, parallel to itself, in its bearing, in
"such a manner for instance as to be capable of moving from E to El
" it is evident that the lifting of the exhaust valve will vary in length and
"in period according to the displacement of the axis of oscillation B, so 35,
" that the admission of the explosive charge will be varied ill corresponding
" proportions.

" In connection with the parts of my invention above setout I provide means
" for varying this axis of oscillation of the beamD such as by a governor, in
" order to obtain a distribution which can be regulated by arranging that the 40
"axis E is more displaced as the speed of the < motor increases so that the
" governor produces a larger movement.

" It will be evident that the means' employed for effecting the variable move
" ment of opening the exhaust valve by means of an oscillating lever, the axis
'" of which is displaced under the influence of the governo~ of the engine, may 4!)
"be of any appropriate kind, I prefer however to employ those which are
" herein described with reference to the accompanying Drawings, which repre
"sent my, invention applied by way of example to a motor of a four-stroke-
" cycle with two cylinders placed side by side the cranks of which are supposed
" to be keyed at the same angle. 50

"Fig. 2 isa perspective view on a larger seale than the other fignresand re
" presents the apparatus, the regulator or governor proper being omitted as well
"as the cylinders and their accessories. Fig. 3 is a sectional plan thereof on a
,~ smaller scale with the regulator but without the cylinders. Fig. 4is a side
" elevation "thereof, partly in section. Fig. 5 is a diagrammatic view of the 55
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" eccentric sector and its actuating cone. Fig, 6 is a detail part in transverse
" section on a larger scale to shew the mounting of the actuating cone upon
" its shaft. Fig. 7 is an end view, showing a new method' of suspending the
" exhaust valves.

5 H The shaftrz of the governor X (see especially Fig. 3) which is mounted in a
" box X.' is driven at one half the rate for instance of the main shaft of the
:' motor, through the intermediaryof a pinion (not represented) gearing with
" the wheel Ct1 carrying oscillating arms a2a2 having weights forminga centri..
" fugal governor. The ends of these arms bear against the end of a central

10 "rod b in the hollow shaft a and which is pressed thus against the action 'of a
" spring R which pushes the rod in the direction of the arrow while when the>
" motor exceeds its normal speed, the rod b is pushed in the opposite direction

. " by the arms a 2 a 2 of the governor.
" The distributing shaft a carries two carns c and cI {Fig. 2) uponwhich the

15 "rollers d and d l are adapted to roll, said 'rollers being carried by the levers or
" beams e and el which actuate the exhaust valves f and /1 such exhaust valves
,', being under the action of springs r the tendency of which is to keep the
" valves against their seats. 'I'he beams e and el bear at this end against the
" ends of the valve rods and lower the same to open them when the cams

20 "operate the rollers. Thus when the motor is working the exhaust valves
" will open and close regularly at each two revolutions providing that the speed
" of the motor does not vary and that the governor does not come into action.
" The beams e and el are both freely mounted on eccentric parts h hI forming
., part (Fig. 3) of a shaft hO hX the gudgeons of which are mounted in fixed

25 "bearings i and i', As long as the shaft remains motionless that is as long
" as the eccentric pieces hand li' retain the same position relatively to the
" val ves, the lifting and the closing of these valves takes place regularly and
~, uniformly in accordance with the initial adjustment of the different parts of
" the distributing mechanism. But if the shaft hO is caused to turn in such a

30 "manner as to cause the centre of the eccentrics, that is, the axis around
" which the beams e el oscillate to turn the conditions of the closing and
,~ opening of the valves wlll evidently be changed. These valves will remain
" closed so much longer as the displacement of the axis of oscillation relatively

3
5 "to its initial position will be great. This displacement of the axis of oscillation

" produced by the partial rotation of the shaft around its gudgeons, takes place
"automatically by the action of the governor, in the following manner, Upon
" a middle non-eccentric part hX of the shaft hO a sector j is keyed the periphery
" of which is conical and at the same time eccentric relatively to the axis hX

•

40 "The periphery of this sector is in contact with the surface of a corresponding
" cone k, mounted on the distributing shaft a so as to turn with the latter in
" one direction but not in the other and capable of sliding thereon longitudinally.
" Between the cone k and the shaft a a sleeve l . is interposed made of soft metal
" and _capable of carrying the cone along with it in its longitudinal displace
" ment as it holds the cone by its flange II and nut l2. The rod b carries a radial

45 "pin b' passing through corresponding slots aX of the shaft a thus securing the
" sleeve l and consequently the cone k to the rod b as far as complete longitu
" dinal displacements are concerned. According to the variations in the speed
" of the motor, the governor and spring co..operate in longitudinally displacing
" in one direction or the other the rod b and consequently the cone k, If the

50 ., greater radius of the eccentric sector i be placed above and the .lesser radius
" below (see Fig. 5), so that by its own weight the sector tends to always
" remain in contact with the cone and if the rotation of the shaft a takes place
" in the direction of the arrow (Fig. 5),- and the cone k turns with the shaft a

5~ '.' in this direction it will be understood; that the sectori will turn partly so as
v "to remain always in contact with the cone, the amplitude of this partial
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" rotation 'being proportional to the longitudinal displacement of the rod b of
" the governor. ' "','

,~ As the sector j is keyed on the part hX the shaft'hO will turn and the eccentric
" parts h hi will be displaced to the required extent so that the beams e e1 act 't

b
", upon the exhaust valves to the, amount allowed by the controlling action of tJ

"the governor. , '
" It is not desirable that the cone k be actuated by the rotation of the shaft a

"when the latter turns in the direction opposite to that indicated by the arrow
" (Fig. 5) as (he eccentric j and the cone would becomewedged. To obviate r

'. thisthecone k is provided with 'angular grooves k l in each of which a ball 10
"k~ is located (Fig, 6). This device as is well known will have the effect,
" of actuating the cone when the shaft turns in the direction indicated by the
" arrow and on the other hand to leave the cone free when the rotation takes
" place in the opposite direction. . " -

D E'F"IG.I./",",~ ,
'-'-'-' ---_. '. ~..;~

£ \'B-@..C
t
}.~'--.
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There .were nine Claims, including :-" 1. In a valve motion gear for ex- 15
'.' plosion engines actuating 'the exhaust valve (placed under the influence of
" a spring) directly by an oscillating lever, the oscillations of which are pro..
"duced bya cam or ,an equivalent mechanism of distributing shaft sub
~'stantially as described. 2. In a valve gear for explosion engines an
" oscillating lever controlling the exhaust valve mounted eccentrically in its 20
"support or bearing and means for varying the eccentricity of the oscillating.
"lever and consequently the period of opening and closing of the exhaust
" valve according to the speed of the motor so that the admission is auto-
" maticallyrendered'.dependentupon this speed substantially as described."
_.T_~eactionwas tried by Mr. Justice NEVILLE on the 4th ofMarch 1909. 25
WalterK.C: and J.,H. Gr-ay (instructed by Brietowsc Cooke.ond Oarpmael)

apPe3r~dfoJ!.'the.Plaintiffs.; E. G·. Palmer (instructed by Whuehouse, Veasey &
G'o~.}~aRpearedfor the Defendant. - - -
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Walter K.C.-The Plaintiff Company acquired the two Patents in question
by an assignment which was duly registered in the Patent Office on the 10th of
October 1907. In September 1907 the Defendant advertised in the" Motor Car
" Journal" that he had a De Dion Motor Oar for sale, and on seeing this the

:> Plaintiffs wrote offering to assist him in disposing of his car, as was their
custom. The Defendant delivered to the Plaintiffs particulars of his car, from
which it appeared that it was a 8 R.P. Car, Model B.L. Motor, No. 20,094, and
unlicensed. The ear had been imported from abroad, and had not been licensed
for use in this country. It is not disputed that the Defendant was an innocent

.10 purchaser. The Plaintiffs pointed out to the Defendant that the use of this
unlicensed car constituted an infringement of their rights, and they offered to
grant a license on certain terms. Negotiations ensued which came to nothing,
and eventually the Plaintiffs commenced the action to vindicate their rights. The
only point that I have to meet on the Defence as framed is that of the validity

15 of the first Patent. No Particulars of Objections have been delivered with
regard to the second. It is admitted that the engine is a De Dion, [Counsel
then explained the Inventions.]

Evidence was given in support of the Plaintiffs' case by James Swinburne
F.R.S.

20 E. G. Palmer for Defendant.-My case is that the Plaintiffs' Patent No.
22,762* of 1900 is invalid; it has been anticipated by Mathieu/s Specification
(No. 10,143 of 1899).

The following witnesses were called on behalf of the Defendant :-Oharles
Jfuskett, the Defendant; J. Hewett, Member of the Institute of Electrical

25 Engineers; and Walter Munn, secretary of the Plaintiff Company.
E. G. Palmer..-I submit that the same result is achieved by .J.lJ.athieu in his

Specification as in No. 22,762* of 1900 of the Plaintiffs. 'I'here is no magic about
having the fulcrum in the centre, or in having the lever on one side rather than
on the other. It is clear from the evidence that it is quite feasible, from a

30 mechmical point of view, to shift the cam from the right side to the left, and
then a variable lift would be obtained. fNEVILLE J.-If you make the
machine as Mathieu tells you to in his Specification, you do not get the same
result as Osborn does.] I submit that substantially you do. There is no
difference between the two at the moment at which the lift begins. There is

35 nothing new in the crank arrangement D
1

and D2 of No. 22,762*.
Counsel for the Plaintiffs were not called upon to reply.
NEVILLE J.-Really the only question that I have to decide here is whether

Mathieu's Patent of 1899 was an anticipation of Osborn's Patent of 1900.
There is no doubt that the t"TO Patents are, to a certain extent, directed to the

40 same end. They both have to do with regulating the length of the stroke of an
exhaust 'valve in an explosion engine. It is suggested by the Defendant that
Osborn's arrangement and device is merely in fact a mechanical equivalent or
series of mechanical equivalents similar to those shown by Mathieu in his
Specification and Drawings. I think the short answer to that is that the

45 two devices do not attain the same end. I have been told that it is, and I can
well understand that it may be, a matter of importance that the regulation of
the opening of the exhaust valve should not interfere with the time when the
valve commences to open, and the device specified and put in by Osborn is a
device, whereby you can open your exhaust valve to a less extent than normally,

50 and at the same time the point at which it remains open will be approximately
the same. The device seems to me to be an exceedingly ingenious one and I
have no doubt it is a very useful invention.

I do not think that there was really any serious difference of opinion
between the witnesses who were called 011 this point, but as a matter of fact

55 if yOll take Mathieu's Figures and directions in his Specification, and make what
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.hetella you to make, you do not get the .advantege and do not alter the "time
when the opening of your valve commences. You will get, it is quite true. a
'regulation of the extent to which your valve opens" but "as you vary the
extent of the opening, so you alter the time wheuthe opening commences,
'and, that seems to me a difference of a very material character. Then it is 5
said that by a series of alterations of Mathieu's apparatus you could get a
result "not unlike that of Osborn's, but I have' not been convinced that the
alteration suggested is really a practical alteration, put, whether, it is or not, the
f~ct remains ~hat Mathieu has not told the 'public to make it, and nobody
'making the mechanism of.Mqthieu, as he specifies it, would get the result which 10
-is obtained by Osborn. Consequently Lam unable to ~a~- that there has been
any anticipat.iop.-'ofOsborn's Patent. .
, I' ought to say t.l1a~ there is no dispute as to infringement, because the car
which is alleged to be an infringement is actually made in accordance with the
Patent, the validity of which is alleged. The result is that the Plaintiffs 15
succeed.

With regard to the,. other "Patent I ought to say this, that it seems to me an
extremely useful invention and that there is plenty of subject-matter. I rather
thought that point. was raised, but there isno suggestion of.anticipation.

An injunction and an inquiry as to damages were granted' with a Certificate 20
as to the Particulars of Breaches and a Certificate of validity and the Plaintiffs
'were given the costs 'of the action; the costs of the inquiry being reserved.
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